Introduction {#s1}
============

Cancer is the second most prevalent non-communicable disease worldwide, which accounted for more than 9.6 million deaths in 2018 ([@B33]). Despite enhanced public health attention towards early diagnosis and commitment to "best practice" treatment strategies, millions of people die each year from various forms of cancer and predicted incidence trends continue to climb, suggesting more effective cancer management approaches are required. In response to this critical need for improved cancer therapeutics, there has been increased attention towards the use of precision medicine to limit off-target effects and increase patient quality of life during treatment. The mainstay of treating most cancers is often surgical resection, radiation or chemotherapy, along with newer approaches such as immunotherapy ([@B6]; [@B92]). Due to the invasive nature and broad spectrum target of these common therapies, they are all prone to off-target toxicity to surrounding healthy tissue, ultimately resulting in unwanted and detrimental side-effects for the patient. More recent advances in cancer treatment include immunotherapy approaches, which help the patients' immune system recognize tumor cells for destruction, and chemotherapy-coupled approaches, which either sensitise tumor cells to chemotherapeutic drugs or allow direct targeting of chemotherapeutic agents to the interior of the tumor cell ([@B75]; [@B69]). These types of therapies have been shown to exert highly specific tumor cell killing with minimal effect on adjacent healthy normal cells. In the case of approaches which utilize tumor-specific targeting, this is often attributed to the reduced drug concentrations required due to more efficient intracellular delivery to tumor cells as the targeting agents generally trigger internalization after binding ([@B98]; [@B17]). Even with the advancement towards more targeted therapy that these approaches represent, chemotherapy-coupled therapeutics can still have toxic effects on healthy tissue due to off-target actions of the drugs themselves or through the build-up of potentially harmful nanoparticles utilized for delivery of the drug into the cell ([@B39]; [@B68]). It is therefore urgent that targeted therapeutics, that not only halt or reverse tumorigenesis, but also do not require coupling to chemotherapeutic drugs or nanoparticles, are developed to treat aggressive cancers with high specificity.

To this end, highly specific molecular targeting agents are of great interest to treat cancer by targeting intracellular signalling pathways directly, either through receptor binding leading to activation/inhibition, or *via* internalization and targeting to specific subcellular compartments. DNA aptamers represent a promising therapeutic avenue in this arena that can be used for both specific cell surface targeting, and in some cases may elicit a functional intracellular response upon binding and internalization *via* target molecules on the surface of tumor cells, ultimately resulting in tumor cell death ([@B48]; [@B67]). This review will specifically examine the latter, focusing on the intracellular functions of internalized DNA aptamers in tumor cells. Many aptamers that are not internalized do have downstream cytotoxic activity, through receptor binding and activation/inhibition of cellular pathways, however these effects are mediated through signalling blockades and not *via* intrinsic intracellular mechanisms ([@B80]) and are not the intended focus of this discussion as they are reviewed extensively elsewhere ([@B28]; [@B60]).

Aptamers Are Highly Selective Molecular Targeting Agents {#s2}
========================================================

First developed in 1990, aptamers are short single-stranded stretches of nucleic acids, usually ranging between 20--80 nucleotides, that can selectively bind to a specific target, due to their ability to form unique hairpin-like three-dimensional structures. Aptamers can be designed against many targets including proteins, carbohydrates, small molecules, peptide toxins, and even whole cells ([@B91]; [@B59]; [@B79]). Aptamers have been developed to recognize and treat several diseases, and to date they recognize a diverse range of targets applicable to therapeutic intervention including proteins, whole cells, tissue types, bacteria, and viruses. Aptamers can be generated from either DNA or RNA, and more recently peptide aptamers have been developed, however these consist of short amino acid stretches embedded in a protein scaffold ([@B58]) and are thus largely a different entity. Although RNA aptamers function in a very similar fashion to DNA aptamers, they are developed using slightly different methods and often require chemical modification for *in vivo* stability, whereas many DNA aptamers may not ([@B99]). This review will largely concentrate on functional DNA aptamers.

SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment) {#s2_1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Aptamers are generated by an iterative process known as SELEX (Systematic Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment), which is a process to iteratively derive an aptamer that is highly specific for a target from a pool of unselected aptamers using successive positive and negative selection steps ([**Figure 1**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). First developed in 1990 ([@B30]; [@B83]), the SELEX process has undergone various evolutions to optimise and enhance both the binding ability and target specificity of the developed aptamers. Therefore, depending on the target and intended use of the aptamer, the specific details of the generation protocol can vary. For example, selection processes may require more stringent washing steps, such as washing with highly concentrated salt solutions to remove weakly bound aptamers ([@B81]) or washing with enzymatic solutions to digest cell surface proteins and externally bound aptamers ([@B43]), in order to isolate only aptamers that have been internalized inside target cells, or may involve multiple positive selection rounds utilizing both target cells and purified target proteins to ensure that the resultant aptamer binds only to a specific protein of interest ([@B36]; [@B100]). Despite this, all of the methods have some common features and in particular they all follow an iterative process involving successive rounds of positive and negative selection to develop target specificity. In general, a large library of random ssDNA (or RNA) sequences (aptamers) are incubated with the intended target, to which the library binds through structural recognition based on the aptamers' inherent 3D conformation ([**Figure 1**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The bound sequences are then recovered and amplified by PCR. This selection is refined by multiple subsequent positive and negative selection rounds, where aptamers from the initial library are incubated first with the target sample (often an immobilized protein of interest), retaining any bound sequences (positive selection). This bound pool is then incubated with a non-target sample (a structurally similar protein or mutant variant of the target) and any bound sequences are removed (negative selection), keeping only the unbound fraction of the aptamer pool. In some protocols, negative selection may precede positive selection to reduce the quantity of possible aptamer targets available for positive selection. The aptamer pool is then amplified by PCR and the selection rounds are repeated between 10--20 times. The number of rounds is dependent upon the nature of the target. SELEX protocols generally include a selection monitoring step to track the evolution process and SELEX rounds are usually repeated until the aptamer pool is enriched to such a level that the amount of target binding plateaus, leaving a final selected pool of aptamers highly specific to the intended target. This iterative positive and negative selection process is what endows aptamers with their highly specific targeting ability ([@B50]). These aptamer sequences are then amplified by PCR, subcloned, and subjected to high throughput sequencing to identify and create a purified aptamer library specific for a certain marker. The two main classes of SELEX used to generate aptamers are protein-SELEX or cell-SELEX.

![General steps of aptamer selection. **(A)** SELEX follows 5 main steps to generate a highly specific targeting aptamer. Step 1 involves the synthesis of a naïve library, with on average 10^18^ random aptamer sequences per library. The 2^nd^ step is where selection begins, often with a positive round where the naïve library is targeted to cells or proteins of interest, after an incubation period with the target the bound aptamer sequences are recovered from the target cells. The 3^rd^ main step of SELEX is the negative selection step where the positively selected pool of sequences is incubated with non-target cells or proteins to separate out off-target aptamer sequences. Only unbound aptamers are kept from this step. The 4^th^ step is to amplify the selected pool and repeat the cycle of positive and negative selection rounds until the aptamer pool is sufficiently enriched to only contain sequences that bind specifically to the target. In the 5^th^ and final step of SELEX the enriched pool is cloned and sequenced to identify candidate aptamers ([@B30]; [@B83]; [@B76]). **(B)** Comparison of various types of SELEX, grouped by main steps of generation. Note: In multi-target SELEX either or both of the selection steps may be repeated through multiple targets, either sequentially or as a combined pool.](fphar-11-01115-g001){#f1}

### Protein-SELEX {#s2_1_1}

Protein-targeted SELEX generates highly specific aptamers targeting an already identified biomarker. Protein-SELEX mostly requires only appropriate immobilization of the target protein (recombinantly expressed or purified from a target sample) during selection rounds for effective enrichment by SELEX. For cancer therapy, aptamers derived *via* protein-SELEX can create issues relating to target recognition *in vivo* due to conformational changes or modifications not maintained during the *in vitro* selection process ([@B21]), and furthermore target proteins may be abundant on the surface of many types of cells/cancers and therefore extensive prior knowledge of the target, such as differential isoform expression or post-translational modifications, is needed to generate truly cancer-specific aptamers *via* this technique.

### Cell-SELEX {#s2_1_2}

To overcome many of these issues, the SELEX process can also be performed in a modified context, known as whole cell-SELEX ([@B76]) ([**Figure 1A**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}), where an aptamer library is incubated not with a purified protein, but with a certain cell type (such as a tumor cell), and then negatively selected using another cell type (such as a normal non-cancerous cell) to generate aptamers specific for the tumor cells ([@B18]). This method facilitates the development of specific probes that distinguish between the molecular signatures of normal and tumor cells, and may be used for diagnosis, delivery of treatments, or to identify novel tumor biomarkers. Cell-SELEX methods may also be more appropriate to generate highly specific cancer targeting agents that recognize internalizing receptors without prior knowledge of overexpressed surface targets/biomarkers. The various types of SELEX discussed throughout this review are summarized in [**Figure 1B**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}.

Aptamers Have Many Advantageous Properties for Use as Therapeutic Agents {#s2_2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The use of aptamers as therapeutic agents has many advantages compared to other conventional biomolecules already used for various applications of research, i.e. monoclonal antibodies or cytotoxic drugs. These include ease of production and scale up by chemical synthesis, limited batch-to-batch variation, high-specificity for target molecules, long-term stability in a range of temperatures and solvents, simplicity of conjugation to other molecules of interest, and relatively low immunogenicity ([@B51]; [@B73]).

Due to their similar target specificity and ability to bind to biomarkers through structural recognition in a similar fashion to conventional antibodies, aptamers are often described as "chemical antibodies". In addition, the binding specificity and strength of interaction between aptamers and their molecular targets is sometimes even stronger than that observed between antibodies and their targets ([@B45]). As such, the most similar therapeutic agent used in current clinical practice that can be compared to aptamers are monoclonal antibodies (mAbs), such as trastuzumab (Herceptin)---the first FDA approved monoclonal antibody-based treatment for solid tumors ([@B26]), which targets HER2 and blocks downstream signalling resulting in reduced cell growth and cytotoxicity ([@B62]). Other developed mAbs are widely used in current clinical practice for treating various types of cancer, but often have negative side effects related to their use ([**Table 1**](#T1){ref-type="table"} compares the useful therapeutic features of aptamers and mAbs).

###### 

Characteristics required for tumor targeting agents; comparison of nucleic acid aptamers and antibody-based therapeutics.

  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                   Aptamers                                                                                           Antibodies
  -------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Average size**                 \< 30 kDa                                                                                          \~ 150 kDa

  **Targeting specificity**        Wide range of possible targets. Can distinguish between protein isoforms or isogenic cell types.   Immunogenic based, selectivity can be altered based on host animal.

  **Binding strength**             Similar to antibodies depending on target and generation method. Kd often in nanomolar range.      Similar to aptamers depending on target epitope and mono or polyclonality.\
                                                                                                                                      Kd often in nanomolar range

  **Generation method/time**       Generated using chemically synthesized nucleic acid libraries                                      Generated in animal hosts (*in vivo*) requiring purification

  **Batch-to-batch variability**   No variation due to precise chemical synthesis                                                     Batch-to-batch variation is commonly observed

  **Nuclease resistance**          Non-resistant, can be modified to resist degradation                                               Resistant to nuclease degradation

  **Common off-target effects**    Chemical modifications can be toxic if accumulated in tissue                                       Immune reaction, low membrane permeability/internalization ability

  **References**                   ([@B2])                                                                                            ([@B47]; [@B5])
  -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unlike antibodies which can take months to generate, aptamers are relatively fast and easy to produce, although the initial generation can be a time-consuming process, there is no requirement for animal hosts to make an aptamer compared to antibodies and the final product can be synthesized directly, leading to ease of production scale up and little to no batch-to-batch variation. Another advantage aptamers have over mAbs is that they have low or no immunogenicity ([@B77]). This is in part due to their small size, which minimizes potential toxicity that might be caused by excess aptamers or their conjugates. On the other hand, the small size (averages between 5--15 kDa) of aptamers may also be a disadvantage for *in vivo* use, where renal filtration may occur before the aptamer can reach its intended target site ([@B16]; [@B88]). In contrast, conventional mAbs are much larger in size compared to aptamers, resulting in longer circulation times *in vivo*, and reduced internalization capability. Conjugation of aptamers to larger molecules (most commonly polyethylene glycol---PEG) can however extend the circulation time of aptamers *in vivo*, although this increased ability to remain within the circulatory system may unfortunately ultimately be a disadvantage, as aptamers, especially those made of RNA, are susceptible to nuclease degradation. Chemically modified aptamers are however relatively easy to produce and can reduce vulnerability to nucleases *in vivo* ([@B88]).

Finally, in comparison to the retarded cellular internalization of large mAbs, aptamers are often readily taken up by cells, through a number of mechanisms, most commonly endocytosis and micropinocytosis ([@B93]). Aptamer uptake is ultimately determined by the specific interaction with their target and are therefore very appealing for intracellular targeting applications such as tumor specific cell internalization, molecular pathway inhibition, or induction of apoptosis. In all, most of the advantages of aptamers directly support their development as therapeutic agents and most of the disadvantages are easily overcome in the manufacture process by chemical conjugation or modification (relevant modifications are summarized in [**Table 2**](#T2){ref-type="table"}). It is important to note however that chemical modifications of aptamers can have deleterious effects upon the proposed safety and efficacy of aptamers as therapeutics, with issues such as increased renal accumulation and non-degradation arising when aptamers are conjugated to other molecules ([@B86]). But these costs can be weighed up with therapeutic efficacy when aptamers reach clinical trial stages.

###### 

Common chemical modifications for improvement of aptamer performance in pharmacological studies.

  Aptamer modification                  Desired effect                           Off-target effects
  ------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------
  **PEGylation**                        Longer circulation time                  Allergic reactions
  **Locked nucleic acids**              Nuclease resistance                      Hepatotoxicity
  **2' sugar ring substitution**        Nuclease resistance                      May activate pattern recognition receptors
  **Phosphorothioate replacement**      Improved binding & thermal stability     Activation of the complement system
  **Spiegelmers**                       Improved binding & nuclease resistance   None reported
  **Slow off-rate-modified aptamers**   Improved binding & nuclease resistance   None reported
  **Conjugation to nanomaterials**      Improved functionality & stability       Nanomaterial-mediated toxicity
  **References**                        ([@B77]; [@B66])                         ([@B74]; [@B65])

Aptamer Therapeutics in Current Cancer Research---Clinical Use of "Non-Functional" Aptamers {#s3}
===========================================================================================

Initially aptamers were generated as simple targeting or drug delivery agents, envisioned for use as diagnostic tools, in which the highly specific target recognition of aptamers could be used for example to characterize cell/tissue types for real-time biomarker analysis or for detection of infectious microorganisms or viruses, or as targeting agents able to deliver a cytotoxic payload to a specific cell type of interest. For example, aptamers have often been co-opted for target visualization by using fluorescently labelled aptamers, which can show localization or abundance of the target upon aptamer binding and subsequent fluorescence microscopy ([@B61]; [@B38]; [@B93]). These have been useful in cancer diagnostic studies where tumor cells are specifically identified by fluorescently-labelled aptamers binding to their respective tumor-specific targets ([@B9]; [@B19]) and may be particularly amenable to high-throughput automated imaging platforms such as those used currently for diagnostics \[eg. autoPap for automated pap-smear diagnostics ([@B10])\]. Fluorescent aptamers can also be used for monitoring cellular internalization and subcellular translocation of target proteins, as bound aptamers move to specific organelles based upon the movement of the target within the cell ([@B35]). These can be detected by methods that allow visualization of conjugated fluorophores or nanoparticles such as fluorescence microscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, or ultrasound imaging.

Progress in aptamer generation techniques and characterization methods in the last few years has since given rise to more and more "functional" aptamers, capable of directly activating or inhibiting molecular targets for downstream effects. In this review a functional aptamer is defined as an aptamer that binds to and is internalized into tumor cells, and further activates cytostatic signalling pathways *via* intracellular targets. Despite their subsequent definition as "non-functional" aptamers, many of the aptamers that fall outside this definition because they do not internalize or they evoke an anti-tumor response through receptor binding on the cell surface alone, have a range of potential applications as theranostic agents (summarized graphically in [**Figure 2**](#f2){ref-type="fig"}), which will be discussed in the following sections.

![Possible uses of nucleic acid aptamers as targeting agents. **(A)** Aptamers begin as single strands of nucleic acids, which then fold into a tertiary structure that is highly specific for molecular targets they are generated towards. Following their binding they can be used for intracellular targeting and as novel therapeutics visualized in B. **(B)** 1. Conjugation to nanomaterials (gold nanorod) for drug free therapy (photothermally induced cell death) upon internalization ([@B19]). 2. Target localization *via* aptamer conjugated fluorophores ([@B12]). 3. Conjugation to nanomaterials (drug delivery vehicle i.e. silicone or lipid nanoparticles) to deliver chemotherapeutic payloads to cytoplasm of tumor cells, resulting in fewer off-target side effects ([@B96]). 4. Molecular target inhibition, aptamers may block or activate molecular pathways through binding interactions with target proteins, where binding of aptamers may inhibit target-ligand binding ([@B53]). 5. Cellular internalization and subcellular translocation, aptamers are capable of moving to specific organelles (i.e. nucleus) based upon movement of their bound target within the cell ([@B4]).](fphar-11-01115-g002){#f2}

Aptamers That Function Extracellularly, Through Specific Target Antagonism {#s3_1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The molecular recognition of aptamers for their target is so specific that some aptamers are capable of precisely distinguishing between two protein isoforms, which can be exploited therapeutically if one isoform is related to disease and the other is not. This is exemplified by the FDA approved therapeutic aptamer Macugen, which recognizes the predominantly expressed isoform of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), the pro-angiogenic VEGF165a. Macugen shows very little affinity for smaller VEGF isoforms lacking the heparin binding domains or the alternatively spliced anti-angiogenic VEGF165b isoform ([@B53]; [@B64]; [@B3]). In this way Macugen binds specifically to the pro-angiogenic isoform of VEGF when administered by intravitreal injection, acting as a VEGF antagonist, thereby resulting in reduced blood vessel growth and permeability/leakage, both of which are hallmarks of neovascular age-related macular degeneration.

In similar fashion, other aptamers have been shown to exhibit competitive binding with their targets, resulting in the antagonism or activation of molecular pathways with therapeutic potential. For example, the CL4 aptamer inhibits the growth of triple negative breast cancer (TNBC) cells by impairing binding of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) to integrin αvβ3 ([@B14]). CL4 binding on the cell membrane resulted in antagonism of vascularization and cell adhesion pathways normally regulated by the binding of EGFR to integrin αvβ3, resulting in reduced tumor growth. The mechanisms of action and further implications of these two aptamers in the arena of developing functional therapeutic aptamers will be discussed further in later sections, but they stand as excellent examples of the ability of aptamers to elicit a functional therapeutic response even in an extracellular context.

Aptamer Conjugation to Active Molecules {#s3_2}
---------------------------------------

Due to their highly specific recognition ability, aptamers are able to act as targeting agents for a range of biologically active payloads. In particular, they have been demonstrated to be useful in pre-treatment tumor sensitization, in which chimeric aptamers conjugated to siRNA molecules facilitate targeted siRNA delivery to the interior of the cell, prior to drug-delivery ([@B24]) or for direct drug-delivery through conjugation to nanoparticles containing chemotherapeutic payloads ([@B41]; [@B96]).

### Aptamer Conjugation to Nanomaterials {#s3_2_1}

Non-functional aptamers which do not inherently elicit a functional response in cells can still be utilized as highly efficient targeting agents through conjugation to nanomaterials. In this way, non-functional aptamers can be rendered "functional", enabling cell specific drug delivery or eliciting cell death. Examples of these technologies include conjugation to nanoparticles (e.g. gold nanorods) for photothermal-induced cell death upon internalization and laser activation ([@B19]) or conjugation to nanoparticles filled with chemotherapeutic payloads (i.e. silicone/lipid nanoparticles) to deliver drugs directly to the cytoplasm of tumor cells ([@B96]), resulting in fewer off-target side effects. For example, aptamers targeting the cell surface of TNBC cells were conjugated directly to gold-nanorods which resonate in response to specific near infra-red wavelengths. Activation of these particles resulted in localized heat production and photothermal-induced cell death specifically in the tumor cells and with no death observed in isogenic normal cells ([@B19]). Similarly, the aptamers S2.2 and AS1411 (targeted against cell surface MUC1 and nucleolin proteins, respectively) were dually conjugated to thermosensitive liposome nanostructures, encapsulating ammonium bicarbonate, and docetaxel, coated in gold nanoshells. Upon binding and internalization into MCF-7 breast cancer cells *via* aptamer-target interaction and following laser activation these nanoparticles released carbon dioxide bubbles within the cell, which were able to be visualized by ultrasound imaging for tumor localization/diagnosis, while concurrently releasing their chemotherapeutic payloads into the cells in which they had been internalized ([@B96]), resulting in efficient tumor-specific cell death.

These types of approaches which render "non-functional" aptamers functional are extensively reviewed elsewhere ([@B87]; [@B16]; [@B38]), so the remaining sections will focus upon aptamers that interact with the cell and its intracellular components directly to eliminate or halt cancerous cell growth.

Highly Specific and Efficiently Internalized Cancer-Targeting Aptamers {#s4}
======================================================================

To generate functional aptamers as efficient cancer therapeutics several criteria must be met. First, the aptamer must efficiently bind to and then internalize into cells to allow the aptamer to act upon intracellular targets and pathways. This requires appropriate cancer specific cell surface target expression, and effective stability to ensure that the aptamer is not immediately degraded prior to and upon internalization into tumor cells. The first part of this, specificity, can be largely controlled by appropriate and careful negative selection rounds during the SELEX process, such as the use of isogenic cells (see below) ([@B19]) but also by the particular method of SELEX chosen (see [**Figure 1B**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}).

Variations of Cell-SELEX Generate Functional Aptamers With Unique Properties {#s4_1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

### Whole Cell-SELEX {#s4_1_1}

Most aptamers generated towards tumor cells or biomarkers are developed using adaptations of whole cell-SELEX, which allows for selection of target molecules without prior knowledge of a specific target on the cell lines used. Aptamers developed using cell-SELEX are often targeted to cell surface or secreted proteins and are therefore often efficiently internalized into target cells by endocytosis following receptor binding. Examples of this include the TNBC specific aptamer KW16-13 ([@B19]), the epithelial ovarian cancer specific aptamers RLA01, RLA02, and RLA03 ([@B9]); and the HER-2 positive breast cancer specific aptamer MF3 ([@B55]).

These aptamers exhibit exquisite target specificity---where aptamer binding was examined by flow cytometry and/or fluorescence microscopy, each distinguishing between normal, pre-malignant or metastatic cell lines of their relevant target cancer type and in some cases distinguishing between other types of cancer ([@B9]). In the case of KW16-13 this specificity (\~9-fold more tumor specificity during selection and \~74-fold more cell death when conjugated to photothermal-GNRs, compared to that of isogenic normal cells) was achieved through the use of isogenic cell lines during the cell-SELEX process ([@B19]). In this case the isogenic cells were cells in which the target tumor line originated from the same genetic background as the normal negative selection line.

Another aptamer that powerfully distinguishes between normal, non-metastatic and metastatic prostate cancer cell lines is DML-7, which was generated to target the metastatic prostate cancer cell line DU145 using cell-SELEX ([@B29]). DML-7 was shown to bind to patient tissue samples and was more closely associated with increased metastatic potential, with minimal binding to non-metastatic and normal pancreatic cancer tissue samples observed. This suggests DML-7 may have feasibility as a direct diagnostic tool. Additionally, DML-7 was shown to exhibit efficient internalization into metastatic cell lines *via* receptor-mediated endocytosis ([@B29]), making it a strong candidate for aptamer-mediated drug delivery applications in metastatic prostate cancer cells. DML-7 epitomizes the most straightforward therapeutic applications of cell internalizing aptamers and demonstrates clearly the strong target specificity aptamers can offer. Unfortunately, it does not appear to exert any biological function upon target cells following its internalization and is therefore best suited for diagnostic and drug-delivery applications.

One drawback of each of these aptamers is that since they were derived using cell-SELEX, the target molecule of the final aptamer remains unknown until it can be confirmed by other means, often by pulldown and subsequent mass spectrometric protein identification. These techniques can yield many candidate target hits of varying affinities ([@B84]; [@B94]) that require subsequent confirmation through direct binding studies. In spite of this target ambiguity, these aptamers do represent a new highly specific class of tumor targeting agents that have potential to be used in diagnostic and intracellular therapeutic applications, particularly for aptamers which appear to be efficiently internalized in the target cell of choice.

### Multi-Target SELEX {#s4_1_2}

As alluded to above, aptamer specificity is largely generated during the initial selection process and the SELEX approach is continuously being iteratively enhanced for this purpose. One approach to generate aptamers that display high cancer type specificity is multi-target cell SELEX, which uses several distinct cell lines in sequential selection steps or a pooled target negative selection step ([@B42]; [@B101]). For example, an automated on-chip cell-SELEX based approach to develop an ovarian cancer specific aptamer utilized four different ovarian cancer cell lines, where one line was chosen for positive selection, and subsequent selection steps utilized the remaining three ovarian cancer cell lines for negative selection in each SELEX round ([@B42]). The result of this process should ensure that the selected aptamers recognize distinct ovarian cancer subtypes while disregarding other ovarian cancer cell types. The resulting 13 aptamers of this novel SELEX procedure demonstrated high ovarian cancer cell targeting specificity with low dissociation constants and highly specific target cell capture rates. The aptamers generated in this study were not characterized beyond binding affinity and cell selectivity, but due to their target specific cell binding and internalization, they may be of interest in future studies for elucidation of ovarian cancer biomarkers, for ovarian cancer specific intracellular targeting or for targeted drug delivery. These aptamers also show great potential for development of an ovarian cancer screening tool, due to their capability to capture target cells in 30 min when bound to magnetic beads ([@B42]).

A similar pooled multi-target whole-cell SELEX approach was used to generate aptamers specific to different stages of E. Coli O157:H7, an important food borne pathogen related to public health ([@B101]). The approach used 14 selection rounds and included three counter-selection rounds to generate aptamers with high affinity and specificity to different phases of O157:H7 growth. Although described in bacterial cells, the pooled SELEX method is clearly exemplified in this approach in which the method is used to increase selection of high affinity aptamers by increasing selection pressure through the use of a highly complex sample composition. This coupled with the large number of aptamer sequences in the initial library, ensured that selection rounds enrich the most highly bound and specific aptamers from the pool rather than enriching the most abundant or easy to replicate ([@B101]). Therefore, this novel SELEX approach exemplifies the advantages of continually enhancing SELEX approaches in the pursuit of generating highly specific cancer targeting aptamers and subsequent development of novel diagnostic tools.

### *In Vivo* SELEX {#s4_1_3}

When aptamers are generated, *in vivo* stability and targeting specificity are usually the most difficult functions to actively select for using standard SELEX techniques. *In vivo* SELEX was developed to generate robustly efficient and specific DNA aptamers *in vivo* ([@B22]). In this technique, nude mice bearing luciferase labelled PC3 bone metastases, were injected with a random aptamer library which was allowed to circulate for 4 h. Only luciferase-labelled bone marrow metastases were collected from the sacrificed mice and cell internalized aptamers were extracted, which led to the generation of a highly selective *in vivo* intracellular targeting aptamer, designated "PB" ([@B22]). This novel generation method selected for several advantageous characteristics that were apparent in PB; selected aptamers inherently had appropriate serum stability to find and target bone metastases, while off-target aptamers within the pool were negatively selected against by only isolating aptamer sequences bound and internalized into luciferase labelled PC3 cells. PB was shown to be internalized by endocytosis but unlike most internalized aptamers PB managed to avoid lysosomal degradation, escaping after 6 h, making it an excellent targeting agent for therapeutic delivery and subsequent intracellular targeting. While this method of SELEX is arguably more time consuming and difficult to carry out, it overcomes a large hurdle in *in vitro* aptamer targeting where aptamers generated to cell lines or purified proteins tend to accumulate in other organs and may exhibit off-target side effects.

Intracellular Release and Lysosomal Escape Are Critical Properties of Functional Aptamers {#s4_2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

After internalization, the second important requirement of a functional aptamer depending on the route of uptake, is an ability to escape endosomal degradation and release into the cytoplasm to target intracellular molecules. This function was observed in *in vivo* SELEX generated aptmer PB, which escaped lysomal degradation after 6 h and is most prominently described as a function of aptamer AS1411, which binds to nucleolin on the cell surface and has been shown to reduce cell proliferation though induction of apoptosis ([@B88]). This function for the most part is achieved by utilizing an appropriate target. As mentioned, the best example of this is AS1411, which is known to efficiently escape into the cytoplasm, followed by translocation to the nucleus ([@B8]; [@B70]; [@B88]), however the mechanisms underpinning this remains to be fully elucidated. Studies suggest there may be more than one mechanism of entry depending on the cell type, with both micropinocytosis coupled with leaky macropinosomes observed in DU145 prostate cancer cells and non-micropinocytosis-mediated mechanisms in Hs27 non-malignant skin fibroblasts. If the mechanisms of AS1411 effective intracellular aptamer release can be appropriately determined they may point to an efficient mechanism which can be exploited to avoid lysosomal degradation after endocytosis-mediated internalization in the development of future therapeutic aptamers.

An excellent example of efficient aptamer internalization and subsequent functional anti-cancer activity uses an aptamer complex developed for highly efficient internalization into breast and prostate cancers, based upon common receptor overexpression ([@B1]). This aptamer complex is composed of three therapeutic aptamers, each known to bind to overexpressed molecular targets on cancer cells, aptamers AS1411 -- targeting nucleolin, IDA -- targeting the integrin α6β4 receptor, and apMNK2F -- which selectively inhibits MAP kinase interacting kinase 1. Internalization of the aptamer nanocomplex was facilitated by both AS1411 and IDA and resulted in widespread cytoplasmic localization, demonstrating the critical ability to escape endosomal degradation, followed by nucleolin-mediated specific delivery to the nucleus of target cells. Consistent with each of these aptamers having been previously shown to exert anti-cancer action upon binding/internalization, the nanocomplex alone was able to effectively suppress the growth of tumors *in vivo*. This complex, while exemplifying the ability for aptamers to internalize into cells and target intracellular organelles and molecules, also reinforces the idea that aptamers can treat cancer in a cell specific manner while minimising toxic off-target effects to healthy surrounding tissue usually associated with the use of cytotoxic agents.

Aptamers Selected Towards Specific Target Biomarkers {#s4_3}
----------------------------------------------------

As discussed previously, cell-based SELEX methods do not require previous knowledge of cell specific targets or biomarkers, which, while advantageous for the selection process often makes it challenging to identify the aptamer's molecular targets. In turn, determining functional ability without target information can often be problematic. A particular advantage to identifying the targets of aptamers generated by cell-SELEX is that once the specific molecular target of the aptamer is known, aptamers can be used to identify the distinct molecular mechanisms at play within tumor cells, and further research can be carried out to develop therapeutics that target these mechanisms specifically to exert anti-cancer activity. This of course is limited to the ability of the target molecule to control oncogenic function, but nevertheless the aptamer must be able to act as a ligand, inhibitor, or regulator of its target by binding at sites necessary to protein function or inhibiting oncogenic complex formation. Therein, the final requirement of functional therapeutic aptamers is their ability to elicit anti-cancer activity within target cells.

One excellent example of target identification comes from the aptamer CL4, which was generated by cell-SELEX ([@B31]; [@B14]) and was subsequently shown to bind to EGFR and inhibit formation of EFGR-integrin αvβ3 complexes. CL4 bound to EGFR expressed on the cell surface of various TNBC cell lines and inhibited EFGR-integrin αvβ3 complex formation, which in turn inhibited matrix associated vessel formation and cell adhesion in 3D culture models. This ability to inhibit vasculogenic mimicry ability and ultimately tumor growth was also shown in xenograft mouse models ([@B14]). Inhibition of tumor growth was only seen in CL4 treated mice, with no apparent off-target toxicity shown by either scrambled or target aptamers. Additionally, CL4 exhibited better tumor inhibition than the cytotoxic agents erlotinib (a tyronsine kinase inhibitor) and cetuximab (a monoclonal antibody) ([@B14]), both FDA approved, further cementing this biotherapeutic aptamer as a promising therapeutic alternative.

While CL4 was not initially generated to specifically target EGFR, subsequent identification of the target led to further study to characterize the functional anti-cancer action of this aptamer in EGFR overexpressing tumors, supporting the idea that deeper understanding of molecular targets and interactors can lead to more specific therapeutic investigation of cell internalizing aptamers to uncover the intracellular signalling mechanisms that drive tumor growth, metastasis or survival.

### Hybrid-SELEX {#s4_3_1}

In addition to aptamers generated by cell-SELEX several other protocols are currently used in research including traditional protein-targeting SELEX ([@B83]) and more recently a combination of cell and protein targeting called hybrid-SELEX ([**Figure 1B**](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B36]; [@B60]). Aptamers generated towards molecular targets using purified proteins tend to have trouble targeting native or active forms of the biomarker in cells due to availability, conformational and post-translational variations, and subcellular localization issues. Hybrid-SELEX aims to overcome these challenges, while maintaining specific molecular target selection ([@B57]; [@B100]).

One example of hybrid-SELEX that overcomes the aforementioned disadvantage of protein targeted SELEX, incorporates cell specific targeting and non-specific negative cell targeting rounds followed by further selection rounds using purified proteins of the intended target. An example of this version of hybrid-SELEX was utilized to generate the aptamers HL-1 and HL-2 to target the Maver-1 B-cell lymphoma line and negatively selected against the Jeko-1 mantle cell lymphoma line, followed by subsequent positive selection with immunoglobulin lambda-like polypeptide 5---a gold standard biomarker for B cell lymphoma diagnosis ([@B54]). This ensured that the generated aptamers were not only target specific, but also extremely precisely targeted to minimize binding to normal B cells to reduce possible adverse effects to healthy cells. These aptamers were not only cancer subtype specific but also selected to be tumor cell-specific based on known biomarker presentation, and upon internalization had anti-proliferative effect. Excitingly one of these aptamers, HL-1, was shown to exert anti-cancer activity upon binding, and results showed that internalization of the aptamer into Maver-1 cells induced cell cycle arrest, resulting in tumor growth inhibition ([@B54]). Investigation of the mechanism of HL-1 internalization into cells showed that the aptamer was unable to elicit cytostatic activity when endocytosis was blocked by an inhibitor, indicating that endocytosis-mediated internalization was essential for the anti-cancer action of HL-1.

Further refinement of protein-targeted SELEX has also been used to overcome the trouble that protein-SELEX derived aptamers have in targeting native or active forms of the biomarker in cells. This approach takes the idea of hybrid-SELEX but utilizes stably mutated active forms of the protein rather than cells during selection and has been shown to be effective in generating aptamers highly specific for proteins both in native and non-native forms. Examples of aptamers generated by this modified version of protein-targeting SELEX are the aptamers WT15 and SM20 ([@B11]), which were generated to target the plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) wild type protein, or a stably mutated version of PAI-1 which maintains the protein in its active conformation, respectively. Utilizing two separate selections against wild type PAI-1 and the stably mutated version of PAI-1, the aptamers generated from both selections were shown to be highly specific for the wild type version of the protein. This application of a differential protein-targeting hybrid-SELEX technique can thereby overcome the common limitation of protein-based SELEX, enabling targeting to proteins in conformations that are more likely to be expressed *in vivo*, without the need for adding cells into the selection rounds---reducing some time and cost associated with performing cell-SELEX. Further characterization of WT15 and SM20 demonstrated that both aptamers were able to competitively bind to PAI-1, subsequently inhibiting its binding to heparin and vitronectin. Transfection of these aptamers into breast and endothelial cancer cells exhibited therapeutic potential, resulting in reduced cellular migration, invasion, and angiogenesis upon functional aptamer intracellular targeting ([@B34]). Although these aptamers were not shown to efficiently internalize into cells, transfection directly into cells showed significant benefit as a therapeutic agent in contrast to traditional chemotherapeutic drugs.

Target mediated aptamer generation has advanced significantly both through the use of methods that actively select for native protein targets, and through adoption of methods that also involve a cellular targeting round. These examples show that aptamers are now rarely made without regard for future application, demonstrating a shift in attitude away from largely diagnostic applications towards using aptamers themselves as novel therapeutics ([@B97]).

Applications of Aptamers in Precision Medicine Therapy for Cancer---Aptamers in Clinical Trials {#s5}
===============================================================================================

It is well known that aptamers can differentiate between protein isoforms, some studies show aptamer binding can also be affected due to protein modification and available binding sites ([@B25]), demonstrating the selective targeting ability of aptamers as intracellular targeting agents for alternative cancer therapeutics. Aptamers have already been developed for many common cancer targets and can act as molecular switches, or may enable intracellular targeting to facilitate drug delivery, or support precision therapy approaches through targeted molecular recognition ([@B77]). Aptamers that efficiently bind and target intracellular pathways are of particular therapeutic interest, as this may uncover cancer specific mechanisms that can be hijacked for therapeutic benefit. Although not many have yet made it to clinical trials or achieved FDA approval, there is certainly potential to use aptamers more widely in novel therapeutic approaches with conjugation to anti-cancer drug-carriers and nanoparticles, and potentially on their own as molecular antagonists with therapeutic benefit. The most prominent examples of cancer targeting aptamers from clinical trials are detailed below and summarized in [**Table 3**](#T3){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Comparison of prolific aptamers commonly advertised as promising therapeutic agents for cancer.

                            AS1411                                                                          NOX-A12                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               Macugen/Pegaptanib
  ------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  **Aptamer type**          Unmodified guanosine rich DNA                                                   RNA Spiegelmer                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        PEGylated RNA with 2′-F and 2′-OMe modifications
  **Generation method**     Chemically synthesized consisting entirely of deoxyguanosine and thymidine.     SELEX is carried out against a mirror-image target, an aptamer recognizing the mirrored target is generated. Therefore, the corresponding mirror image configuration of the generated aptamer, L-aptamer/spiegelmer, recognizes the natural target.   Protein SELEX was carried out, only involving positive selection with recombinant VEGF~165~.
  **Target**                Cell surface Nucleolin (NCL)                                                    Stromal cell-derived factor 1 (SDF1/CXCL12)                                                                                                                                                                                                           Vascular endothelial growth factor 165 (VEGF~165~)
  **Mechanism of action**   Receptor mediated internalization and inhibition of DNA replication *via* NCL   Upstream pathway inhibition through binding to SDF1                                                                                                                                                                                                   Direct extracellular signal inhibition through binding to VEGF~165~
  **References**            ([@B7]; [@B8])                                                                  ([@B32]; [@B37]; [@B71])                                                                                                                                                                                                                              ([@B44]; [@B64]; [@B90])

The most well understood example of successful therapeutic aptamers is Macugen, an RNA aptamer which is applied intraocularly to inhibit age-related macular degeneration through isoform specific competitive binding to VEGF. Macugen is the only aptamer to date with FDA approval for therapeutic use ([@B60]; [@B38]). Despite Macugen's minimal side effects and therapeutic efficacy it is rarely used in clinical practice due to development of more efficient treatment options that have higher binding affinity and efficacy ([@B49]). Despite its retirement from treatment of age-related macular degeneration, the Macugen aptamer's ability to inhibit aberrant VEGF mediated vascularization and angiogenesis makes it an interesting therapeutic option under investigation for a range of other diseases including cancer ([@B13]).

Another successful aptamer therapeutic is NOX-A12, a spiegelmer---an unnatural mirror image nucleic acid aptamer strand---which targets CXCL12/SDF-1, a key chemokine involved in the maintenance of the tumor microenvironment in chronic lymphocytic leukemia and multiple myeloma cancers ([@B37]; [@B71]). When NOX-A12 is bound to CXCL12 the binding inhibits the development of a CXCL12 gradient in basement membrane stromal cells of the tumor microenvironment, which disrupts tumor proliferation and metastatic ability, and diminishes drug resistance in tumor cells ([@B46]). This aptamer has been shown to be well tolerated in patients with minimal adverse events occurring in several stage I/II clinical trials and has been granted orphan drug designation by the FDA for glioblastoma treatment with radiotherapy ([@B46]). The successes of NOX-A12 positions this aptamer as a potent anti-cancer drug.

A second aptamer that has been investigated in several stage I/II clinical trials is AS1411 which binds to nucleolin on the cell surface and has been shown to reduce cell proliferation though induction of apoptosis ([@B88]). AS1411 was the first aptamer to enter human clinical trials for cancer therapy, though phase II trials have shown minimal overall efficacy in metastatic refractory renal cell carcinoma patients ([@B72]). Despite this, AS1411's broad cancer targeting in numerous subtypes ([@B20]; [@B23]; [@B15]) and functional anticancer role upon internalization remains encouraging for its development as a drug-free therapeutic agent. In addition, the mechanism of binding and internalization of AS1411 is particularly interesting as it does not internalize by standard receptor mediated endocytosis ([@B70]), instead it is internalized by micropinocytosis and released, rather than recycled or degraded, from endosomal compartments *via* a non-standard mechanism. This allows the nucleolin targeting AS1411 aptamers to translocate between the nucleus and cytoplasm of target cells affording efficient intracellular delivery of conjugated drugs ([@B52]). AS1411 therefore represents the gold standard of an internalizing aptamer targeting intracellular compartments for anti-cancer therapeutics, as most issues in clinical translation of therapeutic aptamers relate to their susceptibility to endosomal degradation, nuclease degradation, or rapid renal clearance ([@B78]; [@B88]).

Together these aptamers demonstrate the extent to which aptamer technology has evolved, from simple diagnostic tools to fully functional FDA approved therapeutics and all stages between for a range of therapeutic applications, of which cancer is particularly promising.

Final Thoughts {#s6}
==============

The delivery of anti-cancer therapeutics to tumor cells has long been difficult to do in practice, due to size, charge, and uptake restrictions ([@B85]). DNA aptamer mediated cell-targeting and internalization can overcome most of these issues, aided by their small size and highly efficient binding and cellular uptake mechanisms. This aspect alone cements aptamers as a robust class of targeting agents with ability to deliver therapeutics to intracellular targets and compartments. It is encouraging furthermore to see that aptamers are also capable of functional activity upon binding and can act independently as drug-free therapeutics.

Nonetheless, aptamer technology still has a few obstacles to overcome before they can be more widely accepted as therapeutics for cancer. A significant hurdle in the development of therapeutic aptamers is clinical translation. Due to difficulties regarding *in vivo* targeting specificity, susceptibility to nuclease degradation unless modified, which may result in unwanted toxicity and difficulty identifying the affected intracellular pathways following internalization, aptamers making it to the later clinical trial stages are scarce.

Approaches such as *in vivo* SELEX and cell-SELEX are beginning to address the issues of *in vivo* stability and targeting ability through stringent selection rounds and in-depth characterization of serum stability and binding affinity, followed by imaging in cells and animal models using fluorescently conjugated aptamers to determine where aptamers are localized following internalization ([@B12]). Much is still unknown however about how they affect their targets within the cell due to the complexity in characterizing their targets, their internalization methods, and furthermore knowing what functional anti-cancer activity to measure. Deeper understanding of an aptamer's molecular target is often required to be able to first hypothesize and then test what functional changes may happen upon aptamer binding and internalization into target cells/tumors/tissues. While many of the studies cited in this review had determined specific targets of the aptamers in question, perhaps the largest challenge of aptamer generation by cell-SELEX is still target identification ([@B60]). Cell membrane associated proteins are notoriously difficult to isolate, and the targets of aptamers are not always the most abundant protein of the sample, making downstream proteomic identification approaches difficult. While there are some advances in the approaches towards aptamer target identification using chromatographic approaches ([@B27]) or by detailed proteomic analysis ([@B40]), most approaches rely upon effective pulldown using the aptamer and subsequent mass spectrometry of bound proteins. Other interesting approaches to target identification involve direct binding assays akin to traditional ELISA techniques with aptamers substituting for antibodies ([@B82]) or a western blot-like technique involving aptamer mediated probing of immobilized proteins dubbed "southwestern blotting" ([@B8]; [@B63]).

Another difficulty in developing aptamer therapeutics is following cell internalization, aptamers must have efficient endosomal escape ability thereby attaining effective intracellular delivery. This can be limited by target function, but also may be impacted by aptamer stability *in vivo*. This difficulty in attaining robust internalizing aptamers has led to the development of modified SELEX approaches, which only select for internalized sequences during the initial aptamer generation process. Beyond the scope of this review other approaches using nanoparticles have also been shown to increase internalization capacity ([@B95]) and enable endosomal escape through specific molecular degradation of the endosome delivered by conjugated molecules ([@B56]; [@B77]; [@B89]). Furthermore, chemical modification of the nucleic acid sugar backbones or inclusion of unnatural bases into the aptamer ([@B65]) and use of spiegelmers ([@B32]) to generate more stable/nuclease resistant aptamers has shown to be effective in overcoming stability and internalization issues associated with using aptamers as intracellular therapeutics.

Through novel SELEX procedures enabling new guided targeting abilities, different target identification strategies and the relative ease of chemical modification, aptamer generation is becoming ever more advanced. What once was thought to be a "magic bullet" type therapeutic seems to be materializing in the form of aptamers. They represent highly specific targeting agents, with inbuilt capability to evoke cytostatic effects upon their targets, while minimizing damage to surrounding healthy tissue. The use of aptamers as unconjugated therapeutics is entirely possible but will rely upon innovation and dedication to appropriately characterize their functions *in vivo* for intracellular targeting before they will be at a standard capable of entering into widespread clinical use.
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